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Power counting and effective field theory for charmonium
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We hypothesize that the correct power counting for charmonia is in the parameterLQCD/mc , but is not
based purely on dimensional analysis~as is heavy quark effective theory!. This power counting leads to
predictions which differ from those resulting from the usual velocity power counting rules of non-relativistic
QCD ~NRQCD!. In particular, we show that whileLQCD/mc power counting preserves the empirically verified
predictions of spin symmetry in decays, it also leads to new predictions which include a hierarchy between spin
singlet and triplet octet matrix elements in theJ/c system, a quenching of the net polarization in production at
large transverse momentum, and no end point enhancement in radiative decays. We discuss explicit tests which
can differentiate between the traditional and new theories of NRQCD.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quarkonia have proven to be fruitful in helping us gain
better understanding of QCD. For large enough vale
quark masses the system should be dominated by Coul
exchange in the perturbative regime. Fortunately, the ph
cal valence quark masses seem to be too small for the s
to be truly insensitive to non-perturbative effects, and th
give a window on the more interesting aspects of QCD.
order to systematically study these effects we need to s
rate the long distance from the short distance physics. T
can be accomplished by writing down a proper effective fi
theory to describe the infrared. The theory should provid
power counting which determines which operators are
evant. In most effective theories this power counting is ba
upon dimensional analysis. However, for non-relativis
QCD ~NRQCD! @1# this is not the case. Instead, it is a
expansion in the parameterv, the relative velocity of the
valence quarks. This power counting presupposes that
states are Coulombic, at least to the extent thatas(mv).v,
and leads to the result that operators of the same dimen
may be of different orders in the power counting. This me
odology has been applied to theJ/c as well as theY sys-
tems. While it seems quite reasonable to apply this po
counting to theY system, it is not clear, as we will discuss
more detail below, that it should apply for theJ/c system.
Indeed, we believe that the data are hinting towards the p
sibility that a new power counting is called for in th
charmed system.

In Ref. @1#, the authors showed how to utilize NRQCD
predict decay rates as well as production rates in a system
double expansion inas and v. These predictions have me
with varying degrees of success. For instance, it is poss
to explainJ/c andc8 production at the Fermilab Tevatron
though the initial data on the polarization of these state
large transverse momentum@2# seems to be at odds with th
NRQCD prediction. In addition, there is an unexpected h
archy of matrix elements in the charmed system which d
0556-2821/2001/64~3!/036002~10!/$20.00 64 0360
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not seem to be there in the bottom system. Furtherm
there is a discrepancy between theoretical expectations
data for the end point spectrum of inclusive radiative deca
While we do not believe that any one of these pieces
evidence, on their own, is strong enough to warrant introd
tion of a new theory, it seems to us that the evidence, ta
as a whole, seems to be telling us that the effective fi
theory which best describes theJ/c system may not be the
same theory which best describes theY. The purpose of this
paper is to present an alternative charmonium power co
ing, first discussed in@3# and later utilized to study the
quark-antiquark potential@4#, which leads to predictions
which seem to have better agreement with the data.

II. BACKGROUND

A general decay process may be written in factoriz
form @1#

GJ/c5(
n

Cn~m,as!^cuOnuc&. ~2.1!

The matrix element represents the long distance part of
rate and may be thought of as the probability of finding t
heavy quarks in the relative staten, while the coefficient
C2S11LJ

(m,as) is a short distance quantity calculable in pe
turbation theory. The sum over operators may be truncate
an expansion in the relative velocityv.

Similarly, production cross sections may be written as

ds5(
n

ds i 1 j→QQ̄[n] 1X^0uOn
Hu0&. ~2.2!

Hereds i 1 j→QQ̄[n] 1X is the short distance cross section for
reaction involving two partons,i and j, in the initial state,
and two heavy quarks in a final state, labeled byn, plus X.
This part of the process is calculable in perturbation theo
modulo the possible structure functions in the initial sta
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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The production matrix elements, which differ from tho
used in the decay processes, describe the probability o
short distance pair in the staten to hadronize, inclusively,
into the state of interest. The relative size of the matrix e
ments in the sum are again fixed by the power count
which we will discuss in more detail below.

The formalism for decays is on the same footing as
operator product expansion~OPE! for non-leptonic decays o
heavy quarks, while the production formalism assumes
torization, which is only proven, and in some applications
production this is not even the case, in perturbation the
@5#. The trustworthiness of factorization depends upon
particular application, as we will discuss further in the bo
of the paper. We have reviewed these results here to em
size the point that when we test this theory we are re
testing both the factorization hypothesis as well the valid
of the effective theory as applied to theJ/c system. Thus,
we must be careful in assigning blame when we find that
theory is not agreeing with the data.
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While NRQCD has allowed for successful fits of the da
~in particular we haveJ/c andc8 production at the Tevatron
in mind!, its predictive power has yet to stand any stringe
test.1 Indeed, one robust prediction of the theory, namely t
production at large transverse momentum is almost pu
polarized@7–9#, seems to be at odds with the initial data2

Other predictions such as the ratio ofx1 /x2 in fixed target
experiments and the photon spectrum in inclusive radia
decays also seem to disagree with the data, as we shall
cuss in more detail below. We are left with two obviou
possibilities:~1! The power counting of NRQCD does no
apply to the J/c system. ~2! Factorization is violated
‘‘badly,’’ meaning that there are large power corrections. T
purpose of this paper is to explore the first possibility.

If we assume that NRQCD does not apply to theJ/c
system, then we must ask: is there another effective the
which does correctly describe theJ/c? One good reason to
believe that such a theory does exist is that NRQCD,
formulated, does correctly predict the ratios of decay am
tudes for exclusive radiative decays. Using spin symme
the authors of@7# made the following predictions:
G~xc0→J/c1g! : G~xc1→J/c1g! : G~xc2→J/c1g! : G~hc→hc1g!

50.095 : 0.20 : 0.27 : 0.44 ~ theory!

50.09260.041 : 0.2460.04 : 0.2760.03 : unmeasured ~experiment!.
~2.3!
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Thus, we would like to find an alternative formulatio
~power counting! of NRQCD which preserves these predi
tions yet yields different predictions in other relevant pr
cesses. Before discussing this alternative power counting
must briefly review the standard formulation.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We will fi
review the standard power counting used for predictions
date. Then we will offer a new power counting and discu
how the two theories differ in their treatment of several r
evant observables, as well as how the theories fair agains
data. We close with some remarks regarding the validity
factorization in various observables.

A. NRQCD power counting

The power counting depends upon the relative size of
four scales (m,mv,mv2,LQCD). If we take m.mv.mv2

.LQCD, then the bound state dynamics will be dominat
by exchange of Coulombic gluons with (E.mv2, p5mv).
This hierarchy has been assumed in the NRQCD calcula
of production and decay rates and is most probably the
sonable choice for theY system, wheremv;1.5 GeV.
However, whether or not it is correct for theJ/c, where
mv;700 MeV remains to be seen.

The power counting can be established in a myriad
different ways. Here we will follow the construction of@10#,
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which we now briefly review. There are three relevant g
onic modes@11#: the Coulombic (mv2,mv), soft (mv,mv)
and ultrasoft (mv2,mv2). The soft and Coulombic mode
can be integrated out leaving only ultrasoft propagating g
ons. In the process of integrating out these modes we m
remove those large modes from the quark field. This is
complished by rescaling the heavy quark fields by a facto
exp(ip•x) and labeling them by their three momentump.
The ultrasoft gluon can only change residual momenta
not labels on fields. This is analogous to heavy quark eff
tive theory~HQET!, where the four-velocity labels the field
and the non-perturbative gluons only change the resid
momenta@12#. This rescaling must also be done for so
gluon fields@13# which, while they cannot show up in exte
nal

1One simple test, which has yet to be performed, is to compare
values of the decay and production singlet matrix elements, wh
are predicted to be equal at leading order inv @1#. To date the
production singlet matrix elements have yet to be extracted
compared to the decay singlet matrix elements. These extrac
can easily be done using the directJ/c production data at CLEO
@6#.

2The data still has rather large error bars, so we should withh
judgment until the statistics improves.
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states, do show up in the Lagrangian.3 After this rescaling a matching calculation leads to the following tree level Lagran
@10#

L5(
p

cp
†H iD 02

~p!2

2m
J cp24pas (

q,q8p,p8
H 1

q0 cp8
†

@Aq8
0 ,Aq

0#cp

1
gn0~q82p1p8!m2gm0~q2p1p8!n1gmn~q2q8!0

~p82p!2
cp8

†
@Aq8

n ,Aq
m#cpJ 1c↔x,T↔T̄1(

p,q

4pas

~p2q!2
cq

†TAcpx2q
† T̄Ax2p

1••• ~2.4!
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where we have retained the lowest order terms in each se
of the theory. The matricesTA andT̄A are the color matrices
for the 3 and 3̄ representations, respectively. Notice that t
kinetic piece of the quark Lagrangian is just described b
label. This is a result of the dipole expansion@14# which is
used to get a homogeneous power counting. The last ter
the Coulomb potential, which is leading order and must
resummed in the four-quark sector, while the other non-lo
interactions arise from soft gluon scattering.

Now all the operators in the Lagrangian have a defin
scaling in v. The spin symmetry, which will play such
crucial role in the polarization predictions, is manifest. T
two subleading interactions which will dominate our discu
sion are the ‘‘electric dipole’’ (E1)

LE15cp
† p

m
•Acp , ~2.5!

and ‘‘magnetic dipole’’ (M1)

LM15cFgcp
† s•B

2m
cp . ~2.6!

TheE1 interaction is down by a factor ofv while theM1 is
down by a factor ofv2. The extra factor ofv stems from the
fact that the magnetic gluons are ultrasoft,4 and the deriva-
tive operator therefore picks up a factor ofv2. These opera-
tors play a crucial role in the so-called octet mechanism.

B. New power counting

Let us now consider the alternate hierarchym.mv
;LQCD. One might be tempted to believe that in this ca
the power counting should be along the lines of HQE
where the typical energy and momentum exchanged betw
the heavy quarks is of orderLQCD. However, this leads to an

3Thus the nomenclature is slightly misleading since we have
removed these fields from the Lagrangian.

4One may wonder why the emission of a soft gluon cannot lea
the enhancement of the magnetic transition operator. However
emission of such a gluon leaves the quark off-shell and contrib
a pure counter-term to the matching@3#.
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effective theory which does not correctly reproduce the
frared physics. With this power counting, the leading ord
Lagrangian would simply be

LHQET5cv
†D0cv , ~2.7!

where the fields are now labeled by their four velocity. Th
is a just a theory of time-like Wilson lines~static quarks!
which does not produce any bound state dynamics. Thus
are forced to the conclusion that the typical momentum is
order LQCD, whereas the typical energy isLQCD

2 /m. The
dynamical gluons are now all of the type (LQCD, LQCD), as
the on-shell ultrasoft modes get cutoff by the confinem
scale. The operator]2/(2m) is still relevant and their is no
dipole expansion. We cannot resist the temptation of int
ducing yet another acronym,5 and call this theory NRQCDc ,
while we will refer to the traditional power counting a
NRQCDb as we assume that it does describe the bott
system.6

The power counting of this theory is now along the lin
of HQET where the expansion parameter isLQCD/mQ .
However the residual energy of the quarks is ord
LQCD

2 /mQ , while the residual three momentum isLQCD.
Thus one must be careful in the power counting to differe
tiate between time and spatial derivatives acting on the qu
fields. As far as the phenomenology is concerned, perh
the most important distinction between the power count
in NRQCDc and NRQCDb is that the magnetic and electri
gluon transitions are now of the same order in NRQCDc .
This difference in scaling does not disturb the successe
the standard NRQCDb formulation but does seem to help i
some of its shortcomings.

ot

to
he
es

5We stole this bit of prose from@15#.
6In the language of@16#, NRQCDb would correspond to pertuba

tive NRQCD ~PNRQCD! and NRQCDc would correspond to
NRQCD. We chose to introduce these new acronyms because
ing NRQCDc NRQCD would be misleading, since the origin
NRQCD, as defined in@1#, is indeed distinct from NRQCDc . We
thus believe that our labeling will be the simplest for our purpo
and hope the community will indulge us in our, what may be p
ceived as gratuitous, acronymization.
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C. Matching

Naively it would seem that the proper effective theo
with this power counting would predict that spin symmetry
not manifest in the leading order effective Lagrangian. T
leading order kinetic terms all scale asLQCD

2 /m, which is
also the scaling of the magnetic operatorc†s•Bc. This
would clearly be a problem since the spectrum shows
spin splitting effects are of higher order. However, since
the dynamical gluon modes are of order (LQCD,LQCD) they
throw the quarks off their mass shell, and as such, there i
operator generated in the matching with only one gluon em
ted. This is analogous to what happens in the NRQCb
matching for the soft modes@10#. Thus the leading order spi
flipping effects will arise at orderLQCD

3 /m2 and thus are
indeed suppressed. Note that this means that the ope
c†(1/m)•Ac does not appear in the Lagrangian either. T
details of the matching will be discussed in a subsequ
publication@17#.

III. LIFETIMES

In the case of inclusive decays the use of effective fi
theory put theoretical calculations on surer footing. Previo
to the advent of NRQCD, inclusive decays were written a
product of a short distance decay amplitude and a long
tance wave function which was usually taken from poten
models@18#

GJ/c5uc~0!u2C~m,as!. ~3.1!

Most of the time this formalism is adequate, however ther
the question of the scheme dependence of the potential w
function beyond leading order. Beyond this drawback is
question of how to factor infrared divergences inP wave
decays. Within the effective field theory approach, howev
these issues are clarified. The rate is now written as

GJ/c5( C2S11LJ
~m,as!^cuO(1,8)~

2S11LJ!uc&. ~3.2!

The operator matrix element gives the probability to find
quarks within the hadron in the state2S11LJ . The quarks
can be either in a relative singlet or octet state, hence
subscript (1,8). The matrix elements are well defined sche
dependent quantities, which can be measured on the la
or extracted from the data@19#, and have definite scalings i
v. For instance, consider the operator^xJuO1(3PJ)uxJ&. We
would expect this operator to dominate the decay ofx states,
given that the quantum number of the short distance qu
pair match the quantum number of the final state. Howe
this is not the case@20#. The operator̂xJuO8(3S1)uxJ& is of
the same order. This can be seen from the fact that thP
wave operator comes with two spatial derivatives. The o
Soperator vanishes at leading order, since there is noSwave
component in the leading order hadronic state in the effec
theory. The first non-vanishing contribution comes from tw
insertion of E1 operators into time ordered products wi
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O8(3S1).7 Thus both the singletP wave operator and the
octetSwave operator scale asv2. Furthermore, the inclusion
of this operator into the rate allows for the proper absorpt
of infrared divergences in theP wave decays into octetS
wave matrix elements. This should be considered a for
success of the effective field theory. Any change in t
power counting will not change this success, as the scalin
an operator is independent of its renormalization group pr
erties. Such a change could only effect the relevance of
infrared divergence, in a technical sense.

The advent of NRQCD had little impact on the pheno
enology of inclusive decays because it simply justified p
vious calculations of the total width. However, one nov
prediction of NRQCD was found in the end point spectru
of inclusive radiative decays@21,22#. Radiative decays, a
opposed to hadronic decays,8 have the advantage that the
are subject to an operator product expansion, thus rely
upon local-duality assumptions. The integration over
photon energy smears through resonances and thus one
expect the prediction to be more trustworthy. We may re
ably calculate the photon spectrum itself if we smear o
regions of phase space which are larger thanLQCD @21#.

In NRQCD, the decay of theJ/c is dominated by the3S1

singlet operator with the octet operators being suppresse
v4p/as . However, due to the singular nature of the oc
Wilson coefficients~it is a delta function at leading order i
as! they can become leading order near the end point of
spectrum. Of course we do not expect a delta function sp
at the end point since the spike should be smeared out du
bound state dynamics, among other effects@23#, which can
be taken into account by the introduction of structure fun
tions.

In @21# it was shown that if one smeared the photon sp
trum over a range of ordermv2, then the spectrum would
receive a leading order corrections from the octet matrix
ements which are peaked at the end point. In the stand
hierarchy such a smearing is satisfactory since it correspo
to smearing overmv in hadronic mass which is larger tha
LQCD. However, in the new power counting this is no long
true and, given that the OPE breaks down in the reg
where the octet was suppose to dominate, it is no longer
that we can predict any peak with reliability. If we no
consider the data, we see that for theJ/c the data is mono-
tonically decreasing@24#. On the other hand theY data does
show a bump out at larger values of the photon energy.
wish to take this as support for the new power counting
theJ/c system. But we must be careful since there are ot
effects which become important at the end point which
have not taken into account. For instance, near the end p
there are large radiative corrections which are known to
sum into a Sudakov suppression. However, we would
expect this effect to completely eliminate the bump, just

7Strictly speaking, in NRQCDc , the operators which arise in th
matching will be quasi-local with two external gluons@17#.

8We are ignoring photon fragmentation for the moment.
2-4
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it off at larger energies. Nonetheless a complete calcula
of the resummed Sudakov effects in the end point spect
of Y decays is needed.

IV. HADRO-PRODUCTION

As discussed in Sec. II a general production process m
be written in the factorized form~2.2!. The long distance par
of the process involves the hadronization of the heavy qua
in the staten into the hadron of choiceH. The matrix ele-
ment in Eq.~2.2! is written as

^0uOn
Hu0&5^0uc†Gn8x(

X
uH1X&^H1Xux†Gncu0&

~4.1!

[^On
H&.

The tensorGn operates in color as well as spin space and a
contains possible derivatives. This tensor determines the
der of the matrix element. If the quantum numbersn do not
match the quantum numbers of the hadron, then the ma
element vanishes, as the hadronic states are those of th
fective field theory, and are pure in the sense of a Fock sp
expansion. To get a non-vanishing result one must insert
leading operators into a time ordered product with the ope
tor On

H . The number and order of the inserted operators
termine the scaling of the matrix element, as we detail bel

A. Collider experiments

The leading order contribution toc production in the
original v power counting scheme is through the colo
singlet matrix element̂O1

c(3S1)&, since the quantum num
bers of the short distance quark pair matches those of
final state. All other matrix elements need the insertion
operators into time ordered products to give a non-zero
sult. Unlike the case of thex discussed earlier, all othe
matrix elements are suppressed compared to the color-si
matrix element above. For instance, the matrix elem
^O8

c(1S0)& vanishes at leading order. The first non-vanish
contribution comes from the insertion of twoM1 operators
into time ordered products, thus giving av4 suppression. The
scalings of the relevant matrix elements forc production in
NRQCDb are shown in Table I. It appears from just thev
counting that only the color-singlet contribution is importa
But the other contributions can be enhanced for kinem
reasons. At large transverse momentum, fragmentation
production dominates@25#, and only the^O8

c(3S1)& contri-
bution is important. Without the color-octet contribution
~i.e., the color-singlet model!, the theory is below experimen

TABLE I. Scaling of matrix elements relevant forc production
in NRQCDb and NRQCDc .

^O1
c(3S1)& ^O8

c(3S1)& ^O8
c(1S0)& ^O8

c(3P0)&

NRQCDb v0 v4 v4 v4

NRQCDc (LQCD/mc)
0 (LQCD/mc)

4 (LQCD/mc)
2 (LQCD/mc)

4
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by about a factor of 30. By adding the color-octet contrib
tion the fit to the data is very good@26#. The new power
counting must also reproduce this success.

The relative size of the different matrix elements chan
in NRQCDc . In particular, theM1 transition is now the
same order as theE1 transition. The new scalings are show
in Table I @27#. Because of the dominance of fragmentati
at large transverse momentum, we need to include effect
to order (LQCD/mc)

4, since the^O8
c(3S1)& matrix element

will still dominate at largepT .
Is this consistent? The size of the matrix elements i

clue. Extraction of the matrix elements uses power count
to limit the number of channels to include in the fits. Calc
lating J/c and c8 production up to order (LQCD/mc)

4 in
NRQCDc requires keeping the same matrix elements as
NRQCDb . Previous extractions of the matrix elements on
involve the linear combination

Mr
c5^O8

c~1S0!&1
r

mc
2 ^O8

c~3PJ!&, ~4.2!

with r'3 –3.5, since the short-distance rates have sim
size and shape. In the new power-counting, we can just d
the contribution from ^O8

c(3PJ)&, since it is down by
(LQCD/mc)

2;1/10 compared tôO8
c(1S0)&. It is the same

order as^O8
c(3S1)&, but is not kinematically enhanced b

fragmentation effects. The extraction from@28# would then
give for theJ/c andc8 matrix elements

^O8
J/c~1S0!& : ^O8

J/c~3S1!&5~6.660.7!31022 : ~3.960.7!

31023'17 : 1,

^O8
c8~1S0!& : ^O8

c8~3S1!&5~7.863.6!31023 : ~3.760.9!

31023'2 : 1. ~4.3!

Other extractions have various values of the hierarchy, ra
ing from 3:1 to 20:1@29#. While the relation of the color-
octet matrix elements in theJ/c system is indeed in agree
ment with the NRQCDc power counting, thec8 does not
look to be hierarchical. However, it should be noted that
statistical errors in thec8 extraction, quoted above, are qui
large. Furthermore, there are also large uncertainties in
duced in the parton distribution function. The above rat
used the version 5, leading order, coordinated theoreti
experimental project on QCD~CTEQ5L! parton distribution
functions~PDFs!. If we take the central values from@28# for
the 1998 Martin-Roberts-Stirling-Theory~MRST98! leading
order~LO! PDF, we find the ratio3:1. On theother hand, the
J/c extraction is much less sensitive to the choice of dis
bution function. Given the statistical and theoretical errors
clear that thec8 ratio is not terribly illuminating.

Let us now consider the extraction of these color-oc
matrix elements in theY sector @30#, where according to
NRQCDb power counting there is should be no hierarchy
2-5
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TABLE II. Scaling of matrix elements relevant forx production in NRQCDb and NRQCDc .

^O1
x(3PJ)& ^O8

x(3S1)& ^O8
x(1S0)& ^O8

x(3PJ)& ^O8
x(1P1)&

NRQCDb v2 v2 v6 v6 v6

NRQCDc (LQCD/mc)
2 (LQCD/mc)

2 (LQCD/mc)
4 (LQCD/mc)

6 (LQCD/mc)
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^O8
Y(3S)~1S0!& : ^O8

Y(3S)~3S1!&5~5.464.322.2
13.1!

31022 : ~3.661.921.3
11.8!

31022'1 : 1,

^O8
Y(2S)~1S0!& : ^O8

Y(2S)~3S1!&5~210.869.712.0
23.4!

31022 : ~16.465.725.1
17.1!31022'1 : 1,

^O8
Y(1S)~1S0!& : ^O8

Y(1S)~3S1!&5~13.666.827.5
110.8!

31022 : ~2.064.110.5
20.6!31022'6 : 1. ~4.4!

For theY(3S) andY(2S) we observe that there is indeed n
hierarchy, while for theY(1S) it appears like there may be
hierarchy @30#. However, it is not possible to draw an
strong conclusions from these data because the errors o
extractions are large. In fact the ratio for theY(1S) color-
octet matrix elements is 1:1 within the one sigma erro
Furthermore, these matrix elements are those extracted
tracting out the feed down from the higher states. Thus,
extraction of theY(1S) matrix elements actually have large
errors since the errors accumulate when we make the
tractions of the feed down components. Finally, we sho
add that, while phenomenologically it is perfectly reasona
to define the subtracted matrix elements, we believe t
since the matrix elements are inclusive, one should not s
tract out the feed down from hadronic decays when check
the power counting. In principle this subtraction should n
change things by orders of magnitude, but nonetheless
have a significant effect. Indeed, if one compares the ra
for inclusive matrix elements, which do not have the ac
mulated error, then the ratios come out to be1:1, even for
the Y(1S) @30#.9

B. Fixed-target experiments

There are several phenomenological differences betw
NRQCDc and NRQCDb in fixed target experiments@32,33#.
Here we will focus onc production and the predicted rati
of production cross sectionss(x1)/s(x2) in NRQCDc .

At order as
2 , cs are produced via quark-antiquark fusio

through the^O8
c(3S1)& matrix element and through gluo

fusion through thê O8
c(1S0)& and ^O8

c(3P0)& matrix ele-

9The authors of@31# have values of the extracted matrix elemen
that differ from @30#. They usePYTHIA to model initial state gluon
radiation, and use data at small values ofpT in the extraction. Since
we are worried about breakdown of factorization, we prefer to
strict our analysis to data points where factorization should hol
03600
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ments, in the linear combinationM7
c . At fixed-target ener-

gies, the contribution toc production from^O8
c(3S1)& is

numerically irrelevant because gluon fusion dominates. T
difference between the NRQCDc prediction and the
NRQCDb analysis done in@32# lies in the expected size o
the matrix elements inM7

c @calledD8(c) in @32# #, since in
NRQCDc the 3P0 matrix element is down by (LQCD/mc)

2.
However, since the3P0 matrix element is enhanced by
factor of 7, it is important to keep this formally subleadin
contribution. Furthermore, there is a very large scale a
PDF dependence in these extractions, so it is not c
whether or not we can learn anything from comparisons w
the Tevatron extractions.

Thex1 /x2 production ratio has the nice property that it
relatively insensitive to the charmed quark mass@32#. x1
production is suppressed as it cannot be produced at lea
order in the singlet channel. The formally leading orderx1

channel is 3S1
(8) through quark-antiquark fusion. In bot

NRQCDb and NRQCDc this formally leading order contri-
bution is actually smaller than the subleading contributio
coming from other octet operators@^O8

x1(3P0)& and

^O8
x1(3P2)& in NRQCDb , and^O8

x1(1S0)& in NRQCDc# due
to the fact that these other channels are initiated by glu
gluon fusion. The scalings for thex matrix elements are
shown in Table II. If we ignore the quark initiated proce
then due to simplicity of the 2→1 kinematics we may write
the NRQCDb prediction as

sx1

sx2

.
75

32

^O8
x1~1S0!&mc

213^O8
x1~3P0!&14O8

x1~3P2!&

^O1
x2~3P2!&

,

~4.5!

where numerically small contributions have been dropp
This ratio is approximately 1/3 if we take takev2'0.3. Also,
the ratio is independent of the center of mass energy, wh
agrees with the data within errors@34#.

In NRQCDc we have~again neglecting the numericall
small quark-antiquark initiated processes!

sx1

sx2

.
75

32

^O8
x1~1S0!&mc

2

^O1
x2~3P2!&

, ~4.6!

where, once again, numerically small contributions ha
been dropped. If we takeLQCD/mc'1/3 we get approxi-
mately the same result. This estimate is so crude that it is
clear whether any information can be gleaned from it. Ho
ever, it does seem that in either description the data@35# is,
-

2-6
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on the average, larger than these naive predictions.10 This
could very well be due to large non-factorizable contrib
tions, which we may expect to be enhanced in NRQCDc ~see
the conclusions!.

V. POLARIZATION

J/c and c8 are predicted to be transversely polarized
large pT in NRQCDb . At large transverse momentum, th
dominant production mechanism is through fragmentat
from a nearly on shell gluon to the octet3S1 state. The quark
pair inherits the polarization of the fragmenting gluon, and
thus transversely polarized@7#. In NRQCDb the leading or-
der transition to the final state goes via twoE1, spin preserv-
ing, gluon emissions. Higher order perturbative fragmen
tion contributions@8#, fusion diagrams@36,37#, and feed-
down for theJ/c @28# dilute the polarization some, but th
-
ta
fo

e

u

en

e
ri-

de

03600
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-

prediction still holds that aspT increases so should the tran
verse polarization. Indeed, for thec8, at largepT@mc , we
expect nearly pure transverse polarization.

The polarization ofJ/c and c8 at the Tevatron has re
cently been measured@2# with large error bars. The experi
mental results show no or a slight longitudinal polarizatio
as pT increases. If, after the statistics improve, this tre
continues, then it will be the smoking gun that leads us
conclude that NRQCDb is not the correct effective field
theory for charmonia.

With NRQCDc , the intermediate color-octet3S1 states
hadronize through the emission of either twoE1 or M1 di-
pole gluons, at the same order in 1/mc . Since the magnetic
gluons do not preserve spin, the polarization ofc produced
through thê O8

c(3S1)& can be greatly diluted. The net pola
ization will depend on the ratio of matrix elements11
RM /E5

E )
l

d4xl^0uT„M1~x1!M1~x2!c†Tas ix… aH
† aHT„M1~x3!M1~x4!x†Tas ic…u0&

E )
l

d4xl^0uT„E1~x1!E1~x2!c†Tas ix…aH
† aHT„E1~x3!E1~x4!x†Tas ic…u0&

~5.1!
r-

n

tet

e

where

aH
† aH5(

X
uH1X&^H1Xu. ~5.2!

This leads to the polarization leveling off at largepT at some
value which is fixed byRM /E . In Fig. 1, we show the pre
diction for J/c andc8 polarization at the Tevatron. The da
is from @2#. The three lines correspond to different values
RM /E5@0 ~dashed!, 1 ~dotted!, ` ~solid!#. The dashed line is
also the prediction for NRQCDb . The residual transvers
polarization forJ/c at asymptotically largepT is due to feed
down fromx states. The non-perturbative corrections to o
predictions are suppressed byLQCD

4 /m4.

VI. B DECAYS

Another useful observable for differentiating betwe
NRQCDc and NRQCDb is charmonia production inB de-
cays. Assuming perturbative factorization, thec production
rate from semi-inclusiveB decays may be written as

G~B→H1X!5(
n

C~b→cc̄@n#1x! ^On
H&. ~6.1!

This expression is valid up to power corrections of ord
LQCD/mb,c , which parametrize the non-factorizable cont

10One robust prediction, however, is that the ratio should be in
pendent ofs, which does seem to agree with the data.
r

r

r

butions.~To this accuracy it is justified to treat theB meson
as a freeb quark.! The short distance coefficients are dete
mined by theDB51 effective weak Hamiltonian

He f f5
GF

A2
(

q5s,d
H Vcb* Vcq@

1
3 C[1]~m!O1~m!

1C[8]~m!O8~m!#2Vtb* Vtq(
i 53

6

Ci~m!Oi~m!J
~6.2!

containing the ‘‘current-current’’ operators

O15@ c̄gm~12g5!c#@ b̄gm~12g5!q#, ~6.3!

O85@ c̄TAgm~12g5!c#@ b̄TAgm~12g5!q#, ~6.4!

and the QCD penguin operatorsO3 –6 ~precise definitions
may be found in the review@38#!. For the decaysB
→charmonium1X it is convenient to choose a Fierz versio
of the current-current operators such that thecc̄ pair at the
weak decay vertex is either in a color-singlet or a color-oc
state. The coefficient functions are related to the usualC6 by

C[1]~m!52C1~m!2C2~m!, ~6.5!

- 11Again, in the NRQCDc matching these operators will becom
quasi-local@17#.
2-7
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C[8]~m!5C1~m!1C2~m!. ~6.6!

In NRQCDb a naive power counting leads to the conclusi
that the leading order result is fixed by the^O1(3S1)& opera-
tor as all octet operators are suppressed byv4. However, as
pointed out in Ref.@39#, the fact that the Wilson coefficient
evaluated at the low energy scale are numerically hierar
cal, C1

2/C8
2'15, actually leads to octet domination.

NRQCDb one would then get leading order contributio
from all the octet matrix elements,^O8

J/c(3S1)&, ^O8
J/c(1S0)&

and^O8
J/c(3P0)&, where the contribution from the other3PJ

states have been written in terms of the3P0 contribution
using spin symmetry.

In NRQCDc , the leading order octet contribution com
solely from the 1S0 operator which is suppressed b
LQCD

2 /mc
2 . Thus, we may get a direct extraction of this m

trix element from the decay rate. However, at leading or
in as the color-singlet contribution is highly scale depende
This is due to large scale dependence in the value ofC1(m).
The authors of@32# found that the leading order singlet co
tribution varies by a factor of ten asm is varied between 2.5
and 10 GeV. This scale dependence can be drastically
duced by working at next-to-leading order~NLO! and using
a combined expansion inas and the ratioC1 /C8 @40#. Using
this expansion a NLO order calculation found that with
NRQCDb power counting one could extract the linear co
bination @41#

M3.1
c ~1S0

(8) ,3PJ
(8)!5H 1.531022 GeV3 ~J/c!,

0.631022 GeV3 ~c8!.
~6.7!

In NRQCDc the result is all spin singlet and we would thu
conclude that̂ O8

J/c(1S0)&51.531022, which is quite a bit
smaller than the Tevatron extraction.

FIG. 1. Predicted polarization in NRQCDc for J/c andc8 at the
Tevatron as a function ofpT . The three lines correspond t
RM /E5@0 ~dashed!, 1 ~dotted!, ` ~solid!#. The dashed line is also
the prediction for NRQCDb .
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We may also consider how the new power counting
fects the prediction for the polarization of thec. In NRQCDb
the prediction for the polarization, at leading order inas ,
was given in@42#. The angular distribution in the leptoni
J/c decay may be written as

dG

d cosu
~c→m1m2!~u!}11a cos2u, ~6.8!

where the angleu is defined in theJ/c rest frame for which
the z axis is aligned with direction of motion of theJ/c and

a5
s~1 !1s~2 !22s~0!

s~1 !1s~2 !12s~0!
. ~6.9!

Within NRQCDb the authors found thata lies within the
range 20.4,a,20.1 if the bottom quark mass lies be
tween 4.4 and 5.0 GeV and the octet matrix elements
allowed to vary within their errors. This rather crude leadi
order prediction should be reasonable as long as the s
dependent singlet piece is not dominant, which it is not.

In NRQCDc , given the color-octet1S0 dominance, we
would expect a quenching of the polarization, since, as
cussed in the case of hadro-production, the spin flipping h
ronic transition involved in the matrix element obeys helic
democracy. Using the results of@42# we may write down the
orderas NRQCDc prediction fora

a5
20.39̂ O1

J/c~3S1!&

^O1
J/c~3S1!&161̂ O8

J/c~1S0!&
, ~6.10!

where we have kept the formally subleading1S0 contribu-
tion in the denominator because of its large coefficient. Si
the singlet contribution to the polarization is now leadi
order, we need to be concerned about the scale depend
discussed above. Indeed, a NLO calculation, in the modi
double expansion scheme, is in order. If, as in the case of
polarized rate, the octet dominates, then we would exp
only a slight longitudinal polarization. Note that th
NRQCDc polarization prediction has the advantage that
only depends on one unknown matrix element, so once
NLO calculation has been done, the prediction will be co
paratively robust.

VII. CONCLUSION

There are several relevant questions to ask. Is there
reason to believe that there is any effective theory to c
rectly describe theJ/c? We believe that the spin symmetr
predictions for the ratio ofx decays clearly answers thi
question in the affirmative. Assuming that such an effect
theory exists, then is it NRQCDc or NRQCDb? As we have
shown the two theories do indeed make quite disparate
dictions, which in principle should be easy to test. Howev
these tests can be clouded by the issues of factorization
the convergence of the perturbative expansion.

One would be justified to worry about the breakdown
factorization in hadro-production at small transverse mom
tum. Indeed, in NRQCDc where the time scale for quarkoni
2-8
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formation is assumed to be the same as the time scale fo
hadronization of the remnants, it seems quite likely that th
could be order one corrections to factorization.12 Thus any
support, or lack thereof, for the theory coming from the
processes should be taken with a grain of salt. On the o
hand, for large transverse momentum one would expect
torization to hold, with non-factorizable corrections su
pressed by powers ofmc /pT .

As far as the perturbative expansion is concerned
seems that for most calculations the next-to-leading or
results are indeed smaller than the leading order re
@32,43,44#. However, the one NNLO calculation performe
in the leptonic decay width@45#, is not well behaved at this
order, which is worrisome. But, to truly test the convergen
of the expansion we should take ratios of rates in orde
eliminate the renormalon ambiguities@46#. When this is
done, it could very well be that the perturbative expansion
well behaved. Until another rate is calculated at NNLO
will have to be comforted by the fact that such cancellatio
have been seen to occur explicitly in other heavy quark
cays@47#.

With that said, let us gather the evidence in support
NRQCDc as being the proper theory for theJ/c. If one is
willing to accept that the extraction of the octet matrix e
ments from CDF,13 then the fact that the ratio is large fo
charmonia but seems to be small for bottomonia is rat
compelling. If once the statistics in the bottomonia sec
improve we find that there really is no hierarchy, then
believe that this would be strong evidence for our hypo

12This may be true as well inB decays. However, since most o
the time theJ/c will be going out back to back with the remnant
one might expect factorization to be more accurate.

13This extraction is not free of factorization issues since the fit
the matrix elements involves use of data at rather small value
transverse momentum. However, if a cut atpT55GeV is made,
then the change in the fit is minimal.
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esis. The fact that theJ/c radiative decay spectrum is mono
tonically decreasing while one sees a bump at larger ene
in bottomonia also seems to lend credence to our hypothe
However, the true litmus will come from the polarizatio
measurements at largepT . The predictions of nearly 100%
polarization in NRQCDb is quite robust. Whereas, in
NRQCDc the polarization is diluted fromM1 transitions of
the O8(3S1) operator. Unfortunately, the introduction of an
other unknown matrix element diminishes our predicti
power. However, this is not to say that we can not rule
NRQCDc . Indeed, NRQCDc also predicts a leveling off of
the polarization with positivea. So a measurement of long
tudinal ~or, for J/c, zero! polarization would indeed negat
our hypothesis.

We would like to close with a caveat. In particular,
should be pointed out that NRQCDc does not become exac
in any limit. Typically, in an effective field theory, we expec
that the ratio of sub-leading to leading contributions sho
vanish in a given limit of QCD. This gives us confidence th
the theory MUST be correct in asymptotia. Whether or n
the real world leads to a well behaved expansion though
another question. For NRQCDc we might hope that as we
take the limit LQCD/m→0, we necessarily get the corre
answer. However, in this limit the soft modes become p
turbative and the power counting changes. That is, in
limit the state becomes Coulombic and NRQCDb becomes
the correct theory. It may well be the case that in so
observables the NRQCDc expansion is well behaved and i
others it is not. Given that the expansion parameter is aro
1/3, it seems reasonable to be confident in those predict
for which the corrections are suppressed by atleastLQCD

2 /m2

~modulo the convergence of the perturbative expansion!, as
are the predictions discussed in this paper.
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